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	Make your Android do your bidding with help from bestselling author Dan Gookin


	Congratulations on your new Android tablet! Whether you're new to Android or new to tablets altogether, you're about to experience mobile computing like never before with this fun, full-color guide. Written in the trademark For Dummies style, this light-hearted reference takes a look at those features common to all Android tablets and all the amazing things your Android tablet can do for you.


	Longtime For Dummies author Dan Gookin walks you through setting up your tablet, navigating the interface, browsing the web, setting up e-mail, connecting to social media, and finding plenty of apps, music, books, and movies to indulge all your interests.

	
		Covers all Android tablets – from popular favorites like the Samsung Galaxy Tab and Nexus to devices from other manufacturers like Asus, Coby, Motorola, and more – and explores the features native to all Android tablets, regardless of maker
	
		Explains how to customize your tablet, set up a Google account, connect with Wi-Fi, and choose the right apps for your personalized experience
	
		Shows you how to shoot and share photos, make video calls, use navigation tools, play music, enjoy movies and TV shows, maintain your schedule, and more
	
		Includes helpful maintenance and troubleshooting tips to keep your Android up and running



	If you're eager to learn the ins and outs of your Android device, Android Tablets For Dummies, 2nd Edition is your go-to-guide to all things Android.
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Linked Data: Structured Data on the WebManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Linked Data presents the Linked Data model in plain, jargon-free language to Web developers. Avoiding the overly academic terminology of the Semantic Web, this new book presents practical techniques, using everyday tools like JavaScript and Python.

	
		About this Book

	...
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Earthquake Engineering for Structural DesignCRC Press, 2005
Any structural engineer who must cope with seismic design will find this book a valuable resource. …The book is well written and each chapter contains an extensive list of references. The book would be appropriate as a resource in graduate-level structural design courses and for practicing structural engineers.
 -CHOICE, Vol. 43 No. 10,...
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Optical Scanning Holography with MATLAB®Springer, 2007

	Optical Scanning Holography is an exciting new field with many potential novel applications. This book contains tutorials, research materials, as well as new ideas and insights that will be useful for those working in the field of optics and holography. The book has been written by one of the leading researchers in the field. It covers the...
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Digital Design Essentials: 100 Ways to Design Better Desktop, Web, and Mobile InterfacesRockport Publishers, 2013

	
		The story of digital design begins at the user interface (UI); the point of contact between the user and a digital product. This book will take you on a journey, designing UIs for 100 digital products on a range of platforms, including the desktop, televisions, web, mobile devices, and tablets.

	
		 

	...
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MySQL CookbookO'Reilly, 2006

	Along with MySQL's popularity has come a flood of questions about solving specific problems, and that's where this Cookbook is essential. Designed as a handy resource when you need quick solutions or techniques, the book offers dozens of short, focused pieces of code and hundreds of worked-out examples for programmers...
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Android Arcade Game App: A Real World Project - Case Study ApproachApress, 2012


	Welcome to Android Arcade Game App. In this book, you will learn how to

	create an Android arcade-style game “from project to publish.” While I will walk

	you through solutions to some gaming development problems, this book is not

	necessarily for beginner developers.





	You chose this book because you are...
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